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WINTER CLIMBING
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Although the 1968-<) winter season was not particularly good in Scotland
generally (e.g. the previously reported ascent of Theseus Grooves on Creag-an
Dubh Loch (A.J. 74 290) was the only noteworthy winter climb to be made in
the Cairngorms). Glencoe enjoyed the best climbing conditions since 1947.
The resulting 'spate of good new routes', briefly reported in the last Journal,
finally reached a total of about forty new climbs; H. MacInnes, A. Fyffe.
J. McArtney and 1. Clough being the main participants. Most of these routes
were of a classic nature and not more than Scottish winter grade III in standard.
Among other winter grade IV routes not previously reported are the 400 ft
Tyrannosaur (Clough and party) and the 350 ft Pterodactyl or Moonlight Gully
(MacInnes and D. Crabbe, 1964) on the Lost Valley Major Buttress.

Elsewhere, conditions were not so consistently good. J. Porteous and
K. Spence succeeded in climbing both Point Five and Zero Gullies on Ben Nevis
in the course of one long weekend and repeated Smith's Gully on Creag
Meaghaidh. This was the second ascent of this extremely hard winter prob
lem (}. R. Marshall and G. Tiso, 1959). The third ascent of the gully was made
by 1. MacEacheran and D. Bathgate who added a new finish, instead of using
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the 'escape'. Clough and MacInnes climbed Route Major, a direct route up
the so-called Little Brenva Face of the orth-east Buttress, Ben levis. This
followed, approximately, the line of The Eastern Climb (1000 ft, S in summer)
and although only grade III is sustained, gives continuously complicated
route-finding and is certainly one of the most enjoyable winter routes on the
mountain [136].

On Garbh Bhein of Ardgour, Whillans, Patey and Bonington made the first
winter ascent of Great Gully, finishing by the difficult Left Fork.

Other important new routes were on Creag Meaghaidh. A Dundee team
climbed four hard routes (IV and V): The Wand (the ice-fall to the left of
Diadem), Left-hand Gully Direct (on the Pinnacle Buttress) and Trespasser
Buttress and Pumpkin (both right of Staghorn Gully Direct Start). All these
were climbed by G. Hunter, D. Lang, Q. Crichton and N. Quinn, in various
combinations and, on Trespasser Buttress, aided and abetted by MacInnes.
Certainly the most astonishing feat of the 1969 winter season was the first
continuous Girdle Traverse by Tom Patey, solo, in five hours. The route,
estimated to be over 8000 ft of Grade II and III climbing, had previously been
explored in separate sections over a period of two or three seasons.

Hunter and Lang also climbed two gullies of over 1000 ft, III and IV, on the
1 orth face of Beinn Lair (named Easachan and Geodha Ban). A 1967 ascent
of Raeburn's Buttress Direct (IV) on the North-east face of Sgurr Ruadh by
W. D. Brooker and S. H. Wilkinson was also reported; these routes give some
indication of the vast future potential of the Northern Highlands in winter.

ROCK CLIMBING

An interesting trend in Scottish rock climbing during 1969 was that, with the
notable exception of the Cairngorm developments, a large number of the
major summer explorations were carried out by English parties. Paul Nunn
and Les Brown and their respective parties made new routes on Foinaven;
Martin Boysen and Dave Alcock were active on Skye and Fuarr Tholl; Doug
Scott's team climbed the great overhanging nose of Strone Ulladale, Harris;
J. Barraclough and J. B. Cooper took two of the 'last great problems' on Skye;
and Allan Austin's group found new climbs in the Torridon area. Many of
these routes are on 'secret crags' and as yet unrecorded. Details are scant but
it seems that they generally follow big classic lines and are of very high quality.
Ironically, many of the best Scots climbers were meanwhile occupied in making
repetitions and eliminates in Glencoe and other popular areas.
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The islands Several parties visited Harris, and a number of new routes were
made. The most outstanding among these were on Strone Ulladale. Stone,
800 ft, VS, AI, climbed by K. Spence and]. Porteous, follows the big central
corner line. After one failure themselves and two unsuccessful attempts by
other parties, a Nottingham team of climbers succeeded in forcing the great
overhanging nose. This route, the North-west Face Direct (The Scoop), 560 ft,
A4, took thirty hours of climbing spread over six days, and gave D. Scott,
]. Upton, G. Lee and M. Terry what must surely be by far the hardest and
most serious artificial climb in Britain.

On the Island of Hoy in the Orkneys,]. Street, A. Evans, E. Ward-Drummond,
B,. Campbell-Kelly and L. Dickinson climbed the North face of St. John's
Head, 750 ft of climbing (the bottom grassy section was omitted), VS (Scottish)
and AI. This ascent took two days.

On the Isle of Eigg, Clough and MacInnes added a new VS route on the South
wall, to the right of Collie's Cleft after failing on the main nose of the Sgurr.

]. Barraclough and ]. B. Cooper contributed two fine climbs on the Isle of
Skye; these 'blanks' perhaps made obvious by]. W. Simpson's new Climbers'
Guide to the Cuillin of Skye (Scottish Mountaineering Trust, 1969, two vols.,
20S each). Cocoa Cracks, 550 ft, VS, takes the 'huge right angled corner' set
in the front of the main buttress of the Coireachan Ruada face of Sgurr Mhic
Coinnich, between Crack of Dawn and Fluted Buttress. Tinn Lamh Crack,
350 ft, VS, follows the impressive crack set in the 'gigantic vertical wal1' of
Bealach Buttress between Thunderbolt Shelf and Black Cleft. Both of these
were problems of long standing.

Also on Skye, MacInnes and Clough continued their 1968 explorations on the
East face of Blaven. The outstanding product of 1969 was Jib, 456 ft VS, by
D. Alcock, M. Boysen, Clough and MacInnes. This follows a big obvious
corner crack in the huge wall to the left of The Great Prow and, like that climb,
is destined to become one of the island's classic routes. Boysen and Alcock
also made a harder climb, Bargain Offer, 350 ft, VS, to the right of Main Wall
on the same cliff (North wall of the East ridge, East face of Blaven).

Northern highlands Mystery still shrouds many of the recent explorations
in this vast area. Ian Rowe's excellent Climbers' Guide to the Northern Highlands
Area: Vol. I-Letterewe and Easter Ross (Scottish Mountaineering Trust,
1969, 25s) co.vers the area to the north of Loch Maree and south of the Garve
Ullapool road (with the exception of An Tealach); an area often referred to as
'Carnmore Country'. Like the new Skye and Ben Nevis guide-books, an
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excellent innovation, aimed particularly at the Sassenach visitor, is a list of
recommended routes in each grade. Presumably this publication will en
courage fresh exploration in an area which, although comparatively well
developed (for the Northern Highlands that is!), still has much to offer and
compares favourably with Nevis or Glencoe for quantity and quality of rock
for climbing.

The 1969 new routes on Foinaven and other far northern cliffs by Les Brown
and party and Paul Nunn's team are still on the 'secret list', as are the activities
of a Yorkshire team under Allan Austin who were active in the Torridon and
Carnmore regions.

Alcock, Boysen, MacInnes and Clough opened up a series of good routes on
two new cliffs of 800 ft and 600 ft on Fuar Tholl, Achnachellach, Loch Carron.
A. Fyffe also made two new winter climbs on Sgurr Ruadh in the same area.

The 'last great problem' of Stac Polly-a 400 ft crack-chimney line to the right
of Jack the Ripper-was solved by Creag Dubh climbers, J. McLean and
R. Carrington.

The exhilarating new sub-sport of sea-stack climbing was carried a stage
further with a fine ascent of the Great 8tac of Handa (Handa Island, off
Scourie). H. MacInnes, D. Lang and G. Hunter climbed the'Munroe Route' on
the North-east face of the stac (350 ft, VS) utilising a boat. They climbed from
this directly onto clean hard rock and finally descended back into the boat by
abseil.

Fresh light will shortly be shed on the mysterious north; rumour has it that the
next 8.M.C. Journal is to include a number of previously unrecorded Patey
routes-over fifty new climbs!

Cairngorms The most significant developments here were concentrated in
two areas, in the extreme north and south respectively. On the northern edge,
the main instigators were the Glenmore Lodge instructors John Cunningham,
Bill Marsh and B. Taplin with various others, and also G. Shields and partners.
In Coire an Lochan, a surprisingly neglected area, the Glenmore group have
made a large number of new routes, most of them hard and of high quality
but some of them lacking in length. Perhaps the most notable of these is a
route by Cunningham and Marsh which follows the very steep pillar between
the forks of Y Gully,. an extremely hard and serious climb.

Slightly further south, in the Loch Avon horseshoe, other important develop
ments took place on Hell's Lum Crag and the Shelter Stone Crag. The first
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crag gave a fair crop of new routes of all standards, expecially on the slabs
to the left ofthe Hell's Lum. Hell's Lum itself was climbed direct by Cunning
ham and Marsh, and the impressive, impending right wall of this gully was
climbed by a hard and complex route (Marsh and M. McArthur).

On the Shelter Stone Crag, one of the finest cliffs in Scotland, the rapid develop
ment of 1968 was continued. B. Shields and partner made the second ascent
of Steeple. This is the 'unnamed climb' by Spence, Porteous and M. Watson
(not Carrington), reported last year (A.J .74290). Last year's other unnamed
route by Carrington and J. Gardner is now known as The Pin. In 1969,
R. Carrington and G. Shields climbed the crack on the left of the Central
Slabs, an impressive companion route to The Pin. W. Marsh, with various
companions, climbed some easier routes on the right of the crag and, with
Carrington, a long, steep groove-line on Raeburn's Buttress and a very fine
direct finish to Postern.

In the central Cairngorms area there were only two new routes of real impor
tance. Cutlass (500 ft VS) by J. Bower and B. Lawrie, is on the left edge
of the Crimson Slab on Creagan a'Choire Etchachan, and Slocht Wall
(450 ft, VS and A3) is on the West fllce of Mitre Ridge in the Garbh Choire of
Beinn a'Bhuird. The latter, by M. Rennie and G. Strange, is a predominantly
artificial route up an imposing corner system in a very remote and serious
situation.

The other area of intensive development was the huge cliffs of the Creag-an
Dubh Loch. On one day in June three major routes were added, whilst an
attempt on a fourth fierce line resulted in a bivouac and ultimate defeat. The
successes were: Goliath (600 ft, VS) by M. Rennie and B. Findlay, a steep slab
and rib route just left of The Giant on Central Gully Wall; Bannockburn
(450 ft, VS and A2) by G. Hunter and D. Lang, the first-ever route up the very
steep wall above False Gully; and Black Mamba (IlOO ft, VS) by A. Fyffe
and J. Grieve, on the Central Slabs. During the following week Fyffe and
Grieve added The Pink Elephant (1200 ft, VS) to the Central Slabs and on the
Central Gully Wall climbed The Kraken (800 ft, VS), the crack-line between
Mousetrap and King Rat. They also completed a magnificent girdle traverse of
the Central Gully Wall, The Catwalk (1350 ft, VS), a highly spectacular but
surprisingly easy and natural line, and Late Night Final (210 ft, VS) on the
previously untouched slabby buttress just right of North-west Gully. During
this flurry of activity they also found time to cross the glen to Eagles Rock to
put up Gibber (450 ft, VS), the hard inverted L-corner well right of Abstention.
The following weekend G. Strange and R. Simpson climbed a route beside
the obvious waterfall on Eagles Rock which gave a damp 600 ft Severe, The
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Waterfall. All this activity, concentrated into one fine week in June, must rank
as one of the most remarkable 'happenings' in Scottish climbing.

Ben Nevis Teufel Groove (450 ft, VS), a line to the right of The Crack on
Raeburn's Buttress, climbed by J. Porteous and D. Bathgate, was the only new
climb on Nevis. Sassenach lost its hanging chockstone from the roof of the
second pitch, plopping out unexpectedly with a leader wrappedround it! Doubts
as to the feasibility of this pitch without the chock have been dispelled with
subsequent ascents. The standard remains the same. As in the Glencoe and
Glen Etive areas, the harder routes on Ben Nevis, with very few exceptions,
were repeated. Notable among these repetitions was an ascent of Torro by
I. Nicholson, without aid. The midsummer publication of J. R. Marshall's
long awaited Climber's Guide to Ben Nevis (Scottish Mountaineering Trust,
1969, 25s) ( a very fine effort) stimulated interest in some of the more notable
'blank' areas, but bad weather curtailed all efforts.

Glencoe Due to the diminishing amount of good unclimbed rock in the area
there was a decrease in the quantity of new routes, but this was compensated
to some extent by the extremely high technical standard of the innovations.
Possibly the best of the crop was a new route up 'Slime Wall' on the Buachaille,
an eliminate-type route between Apparition and Shibboleth by I. Nicholson
and C. Higgins. On the ~annoch Wall of the same mountain the same pair
added another new route beside Whortleberry Wall, basically a completely
straight version of this route but separate apart from belays. D. Gardner and
B. Gorman also helped to fill in gaps on this wall with a route to the left of
Whortleberry Wall. C. Higgins and I. Fulton made a new climb on the side
wall of Cuneiform Buttress, a companion route to Snowba's. As with Snowba's,
the main difficulty is in negotiating the buttress's undercut base. The other
good new route in Glencoe was by K. Spence and P. Kelly; a fine free route
which breaks through the notorious 'Barrier Pitch' of the Girdle Traverse of the
North face of Aonach Dubh. All these routes were, confusingly, reported to
be Very Severe (Scottish) ! Ian Clough

The Lake District 1969
Rock climbers this year were treated with great consideration. The summer
was dry and long, and the high crags came into condition reasonably early,
and, more important, stayed that way.

The year saw the solutions to three of the best-known problems of the district.
This was a milestone, not only because it is rare to see even one of the great
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problems climbed, but because with Chris Woodall's ascent of the great right
hand buttress of Dove Crag all the major crags and buttresses of the Lake
District have now been climbed. The route started up the Crew-Ingle,
bolt/peg/semi-free attempt and continued to the top using surprisingly little
aid. On Scafell the East Buttress was at last girdled in full; Adams and Reid
crossed from Holy Ghost to Hell's Groove by a descending traverse, thus solving
the problem, and then continued round the crag to complete a long girdle of
their own. The last of these very well-known problems was the wide crack above
the first pitch of Tophet Grooves. McHardy's ascent of this ferocious looking
crack in the classic style was a bold and impressive piece of cragmanship. The
climb-The Vikings-has since been repeated, using modern Welsh tech
niques.

Borrowdale-Buttermere New routes are still being found here in greater
numbers than elsewhere. Owing to the amount of vegetation often present
on these crags it is not always easy to get an early assessment of them, but one
route which shows promise of high quality is Macaffie's and Henderson's
route (HVS) up the middle of the Great End Crag. Incredibly, new routes still
appear on Lower Falcon, and two new ones-Bill Freeland's Masquerader
just left of the Niche, and a route between Deruptus and Funeral Way by
Adams and Reid-must be very hard indeed. Barnes and Elliott did a reputedly
fine climb on a big, but fairly loose, crag above Coledale Mines. This crag is in
the Skiddaw slate belt, which has not been popular with climbers in the past,
but a new route has been made on Grassmoor (Bill Lounds) and one or two
lower down in Buttermere (all made of the same stuff), so perhaps this area
could become more popular.

Pillar The appearance of the Pillar guide (Pillar-Group, F.R.C.C., 1968)
spread wide the flow of information and most of the new routes were repeated.
Gondor had two or three ascents and is certainly hard, as well as bold ('frighten
ing' was one leader's description !). Sheol is also hard, but this time well
protected. Puppet has been repeated and seems to be a very good route indeed.
But perhaps the most notable ascent of the year was Bill Lound's conversion
of Black Widow into a free route (one protection peg): a very fine effort.

Gable-Eskdale On Gable Crag all the big routes have been repeated, some
more often than others. The Slant has had something like a dozen ascents and
in view of this one is not surprised to hear it is regarded as barely XS. On the
other hand, The Tomb, which the guide-book assures us is only just XS, has
had only two or three ascents, and is probably hard. In the same area Ian Roper
has brought some interest back to an unfashionable crag with some new route8
on Boat Howe, of which Fanghorn takes the true prow of the boat. Both this
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route and Numenor, a thin crack to its right, sound very hard. Heron Crag
(Eskdale is now linked with Gable in the new guide) is now a popular climbing
ground and it has been found (much to the disappointment of several would-be
leaders) that in Iago it sports a very hard climb indeed.

Scafell Not unexpectedly, in addition to the Girdle (above), routes on the
East Buttress received a hammering. On one memorable day it seemed
there was a party on every route. Some long and impressive lists of ascents
were made that day, but perhaps the most impressive was Alan McHardy's
climbs: with Paul Braithwaite he did Leverage, Phoenix and Hell's Groove
and then they soloed Trinity, Overhanging Wall and Mickledore Groves, when
Braithwaite called it a day; McHardy then went on to solo Chartreuse, to
bring his total to seven.

Cramm and Bill Loung did two new routes on the East Buttress, Gold Rush
to the left of Great Eastern and Chimera left of Morning Wall, both notable
routes from a crag which does not exactly flaunt its unclimbed lines. All
of the big XSs had several ascents, and it was confirmed that Holy Ghost
is a hard climb. Nazgul, besides being hard, seems to be a good climb; sur
prisingly, because it is in effect an eliminate on c.B.

Langdale is a perenially popular centre and the hard routes of only a few years
ago now receive a heavy traffic-we have even seen a female rope ascend
Gimmer String! It provides a good-viewing point for watching the rise in
standards. The hard routes of the early 60s-Astra, Gimmer String, Poacher
are almost classic. Only the late ones, Eliminot, Pokerface, Chimney Variant
(often sports an illicit peg), and the Neckband routes, seem to merit respect.
Gillette (the narrow slab left of Razor Crack) has now had three or four ascents
and seems to be a hard route, probably as hard as anything in the valley. On
Pavey Ark Jim Fullalove (Daniel Boone) made a route up the right-hand edge
of Stoney Buttress named the Hobbitt. The buttress is loose and until now has
been avoided. M. Burbage and A. Liddell repeated it and thought it the hardest
route on Pavey.

Dow Crag for some years a quiet backwater, seems to be enjoying a new lease
of popularity. All the XSs and HVSs have had several ascents. Of the major
routes only Balrog seems to be held in disfavour, whilst Isengard, Nimrod, and
Sidewalk are highly regarded. A notable new route here is Silence, out of the
big cave on Eliminate A, Read and Lake's solution to a long-standing problem.

Eastern Fells Rainsborrow Crag arouses varying emotions in the breasts cf
climbers. Its devotees regard its discovery as a major development in the
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history of the area, whilst its detractors regard it all as a gigantic hoax. Be that
as it may, it is low down and in a relatively good weather area and is thus a
useful crag-and Joe Brown has made a new route here. It is a wide, unpleasant
looking crack up the Prow, an outstanding feature of the crag. He used a peg
and named it The Groan; Bill Lounds repeated it, this time without the peg,
and thought it well named! It is certainly extremely strenuous.

F.R.C.C. Guide-books During the last couple of years the Fell & Rock C.C.
(Editor, John Wilkinson) have produced seven guide-books. Starting off with
Great Langdale (1967), they quickly followed with Scafell Group (1967)
(A.J. 73 291), Borrowdale (1968), Pillar Group (1968), Dow Crag Area (1968),
Great Gable, Wasdale and Eskdale (1969), and EastErn Crags (1969)' We expect
the one guide-book outstanding, Buttermere and Newlands Area, to be out
in the spring, having been delayed somewhat by the visit of the author (Jack
Soper) to Greenland (p 237 above); and the Editor, fearful for his reputation
as a manager, has been pressing very hard! Allan Austin

Wales 1969

Anglesey Once again Anglesey has seen the most significant exploits in Wales.
Last year (A.J. 74 295), routes were mentioned 'of doubtful status' and
exposure followed in Mountain, Rocksport and The Times. Early in the year
the Holliwells and Mossman followed one of these lines, claimed to be HVS in
1967 as Hielen'man, and found it 'absolutely desperate' with four pegs on the
second pitch. They called it Sceptic (XS), but the interesting thing is that a
few weeks later this section of the cliff fell into the sea, taking with it this route
and the upper part of Yellow Scar. The upper part of Yellow Scar was there
upon reclimbed by Lawrie Holliwell and Howells. As if to confirm the loose
ness of the Upper Tier Les Holliwell, during the first ascent of Sulcus (VS)
descended quickly from beneath an overhang clutching a large block. However,
he completed the route with John Fitzgerald.

One of the best routes in Anglesey, and maybe in Wales, is Tyrranosaurus Rex
(XS). It is probably also one of the hardest and resulted from a fine team effort
by Ward-Drummond, Lawrie Holliwell, and Pearce and Janet Rogers.
Drummond's efforts have been concentrated in the Wen Zawn, where If and
The Diamond are welcome additions to the slab routes.

An almost equally noteworthy route to Tyrranosaurus Rex is Mantrap (XS)
in Mousetrap Zawn. The Holliwells and Isherwood invented it, and although
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there is a peg for aid the pitch 3 chimney seemed to overhang about 20 ft! Very
impressive.

The Holliwells also did Swastika (HVS), starting from one of the most inaccess
ible parts of Gogarth-between Praetor and The Wrangler and Igdrazil (XS)
on the face opposite Wen Slab. Tide troubles were experienced in reaching the
first stance.

Spider Wall, at HVS, provides an excellent climb, with holds just sufficiently
large and often, but never obvious. Done by the Holliwells and Potts [138].

Gosling provided Falls Road between Rat Race and Gogarth with some aid
low down but a fine hard crack to finish. He had also climbed in the Holyhead
quarries. On the face right of Castel Helen, Barton and Firth put up Atlantic
Wall which avoided the big overhangs later forced by Anthoine and Alcock.

Brown and Crew did two XS routes on Red Wall. Red Haze between Red Wall
and Wendigo and the Girdle of theLeft Hand Red Wall. Both are reputed to
be very hard and took several days to complete.

During the year Peter Crew's new guide-book Anglesey-Gogarth (West Col
Coastal Climbing Guides) appeared. In addition to the route descriptions, the
historical notes are a valuable summary of an extremely rapid development:
whereas it took forty years to produce seventy major climbs on Clogwyn du'r
Arddu, only five years were needed to produce over 130 climbs here, many of
them of great seriousness.

Snowdonia Cliff Phillips put up a new route near The Shadow on Clogwyn
du'r Arddu East Buttress, where his second was unable to follow and most of
the existing routes had queues at almost all times.

The coup-de-grace seems to have been dealt to Llech Ddu, with Ward
Drummond's ascent of the fantastic Great Arete. Tactics used on the first
ascent might have caused raised eyebrows a few years ago, but this cliff has
been the scene of innovations before, as was Clogwyn du'r Arddu beforehand.

The Lliwedd guide-book work still provides new outlets for its writer's energy.
This year's best contribution being another route on the West Peak, by Banner
and H. Drasdo. C. T. Jones has provided a series of routes on Craig y Llyn,
a much neglected cliff which gives some excellent climbing. Split Finger, the
Beakin and Thirty-nine Steps are all worth repeating. Jones' other contributions
were on Craig yr Ysfa: Pinnacclissima, XS, taking the crack up the right-hand
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side of the pinnacle on Pinnacle Wall and Gettysburg (HVS), the leftward
diagonal crack joining the Grimmett.

Mid-Wales This area, which contains a lot of good routes for those who are
prepared to look, has not appeared in these notes before. As long ago as 1960
Lees and Cartledge found The Spade (VS) on Craig Bodlyn, and claimed that
it was a fine gully climb with superb situations. Perhaps lack of publicity
enabled it to retain its seclusion, but over the last few years further exploration
of the faces has been undertaken, by parties led by Anthoine.

On Aran Benllyn the long awaited ascent of The Big Edge, HVS (to the right
of Brown's route Sloose) was made by Sumner and Jarvis-but they later found
that Boysen had already done it in 1968. Craig Cowarch has seen an important
increase in exploration, new routes rising from eight in 1967, and eighteen in
1968 to twenty-seven in 1969 (to September). While some are short, the best
compare in quality with climbs in the more orthodox parts of Wales. Of the
1967 crop Crucifix (XS) on North-east Buttress between Styx and Hades, and
The Grafter (HVS) on Tap y Gigfran are worth singling out-both by Sumner,
with Thornley and Kirkham, respectively. However, the best route of this
vintage is Doom (Sumner, Gillis) a 400 ft VS up the middle of North Buttress.
It gives three or four excellent pitches in good situations, and is sound and
nowhere excessive.

Of 1969 routes The Big Cleft (VS) is a little disappointing as it is often wet with
only one hard pitch (Sumner, Thornley). Keel Haul (XS) takes a line right of
Plankwalk on North Buttress, and will probably become a Cowarch classic.
It has an excellent traverse across the extremely steep quartz wall hitherto only
touched by Quartz Buttress at its top right-hand corner.

Although many of these routes have not yet had second ascents as new lines
become less available they will prove worthwhile. Sparton is a relatively old
route but it is of high quality and had its second ascent in July 1969. Since then
Jarvis has opened up the wall to its right with Quartz Vein HVS.

The Girdle ofNorth Buttress (715 ft, HVS) is the longest route here and is sus
tained and demands either good route finding or a deep knowledge of the cliff.
This combination of capabilities was possessed by Sumner and Thornley who
completed the climb in August 1969.

1 I am greatly indebted to Allan Austin, Mike Bebbington, the Holliwell brothers,
Paul Nunn, John Sumner and Frank Wilkinson for help with these and the following
notes-A.J.J.M.
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South Wales Jeremy Talbot's new guide-book-Gower Peninsula Climbers'
Guide (West Col Coastal Climbing Guides, 1970, 30s)-:--covering 620 routes,
has now been published.

Outcrops 1969

Gritstone New routes are still being found, even on one of the earliest gritstone
edges to feel the nails of Puttrell-where more recently the Alpha Club could
have been expected to have worked it out. There are now ten more climbs of
about 30 ft on Wharncliffe Edge, perhaps naturally all about VS. They were led
by Barry Clarke.
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In contrast the latest gritstone playground, mentioned last year, Stannington
Ruffs, has produced eight more climbs, but here the difficulty lies between
Difficult and Severe. The middle period, Mesozoic, saw the popularity of
Agden decline and fall from its apogee, but a pleasant trend has led to free
ascents of the two peg routes to the left of the Whittler.

There has been much tidying up, and some exploration at Millstone Edge.
Regrading includes The Mall down from HVS to VS and Great North Road up
from VS to HVS. The latter will help to restore the amour propre of some, who
have been known to retreat muttering and tumbling from the upper reaches of
the climb! Green Death (XS) right of Great West Road, and In Memoriam, a
HVS continuation of Crew Cut, are the most noteworthy additions by Proctor
and Grayson respectively. On the Roches (Upper Tier) Guilliard has filled in a
detail which leaves Saul's Crack over the big overhang on the right at HVS. It
is called Humdinger.

In the Chew Valley area The Sorcerer's Apprentice (HVS) takes the slanting
groove left of Temptation Crack on The Charnel Stones; Garlick and Tetlow

. were the originators. Dovestones Main Quarry has received attention and a
new girdle-Elastic Homage. It is HVS and has been combined with the ordin
ary girdle to give 1000 ft of climbing (Birch, Howard). Although the upper
pitch of Titan has collapsed it has been reclimbed, and Birch and Howard have
also made a good steep climb, Whipper In (HVS), starting as for Sliver and
Loose Leaf(VS), a good crack line splitting the centre of Winter Wall. Develop
ments at Upperwood Quarry are artificial and the Prow at Wimberry has also
been climbed with many bolts.

Finally, The Amazing Revelation is worth mentioning, a fine VS girdle of the
Pule Hill Quarry which gave 420 ft of climbing to Birch and Howard. The
Lancashire Guide to Rock Climbs (Rocksport, 1969, 12S) should bring popularity
to many more climbs between Rochdale, Bolton and the fringes of the Lakes.
Wilton Quarries are most noteworthy but Hoghton Quarry is also worth a
visit, or more.

Yorkshire gritstone has probably had less than its fair share of mention in
these notes, but publication of The Yorkshire Gritstone Guide (Yorkshire
Mountaineering Club, January 1970) should bring many fine climbs to print
agam.

Almscliff still remains the heart of Yorkshire climbing, and it is perhaps fitting
that it contains what is probably the hardest climb on gritstone-The Wall of
Horrors. It was climbed by Austin in 1961 and still awaits a second ascent,
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though lack of description may be a contributing factor. Western Front (XS)
has now had a few ascents and is considered the easiest of the three 'desperates'
at Almscliff. The third, The Yellow Wall (T. Barley), has had a second ascent
by E. Lillie, who found it not as difficult as expected. Of the remaining harder
climbs there, the North- West Girdle and Black Wall Eliminate seem to have the
edge on the others, but both still receive a number of ascents each year.

At Ilkley nothing of note has been added, with the exception of Sinister Rib
(HVS) climbed by George Steele in the 60S. It takes the left-hand rib of Doris's
Route and is delicate and very bold. High Street (XS) has at last attained its true
status as the most serious climb in the district. To date it has only had a couple
of ascents-the second being by devious means. A common hold has broken
off on Short Circuit and Little John, increasing the difficulty of the first to XS,
whilst reducing the latter to HVS. Lastly, Gremlin Wall (XS), which due to a
misunderstanding was included in the 1957 guide, has now been deleted.

The 'last problems' at Rylstone and Caley have been solved by Austin, with
Monument Crack (HVS) and Noonday Ridge, respectively. Both are quite hard
but are nevertheless becoming popular.

There has been extensive activity at Brimham, the number of routes being
almost doubled during the last few years. Of these climbs Beatnik (XS) on the
Cubic Block, climbed by Robin Barley in 1963, is the most difficult. Guisecliff
has been the domain of the Barley brothers, and their additions here disclosed
the true value of the crag. Tony's impressive Creation (XS), an intimidating
crack line, has still not had a second ascent. Ken Wood made a second ascent of
Dingbat (XS) whilst doing work for the guide and it may be possible that it
will go without aid when perfectly dry. Of the remaining Barley brother addi
tions at Guisecliff, Magnificat, Stretcher, North Wall Eliminate and The Verger
are the most difficult, all HVS. Moving over to Crookrise, Ken Wood has made
a fourth ascent of The Shelf(XS) and claims that it is well protected and not too
difficult. Small Brown (XS), the rib to the right of Slingsby's Chimney, had an
early second ascent by Dave Berry in 1965 and was found to be very difficult,
although a poor climb. Its counterpart, Hovis (HVS), is becoming popular.
Nothing of note has been added at Widdop, indicating the thoroughness of the
previous pioneers. The nearby Heptonstall Quarry, a relatively new crag, has
yielded a fine quota of new climbs, including the very difficult Thin Red Line
(XS) by M. Quinn. It takes a line to the left of Red Wall Direct and is as hard
as, if not harder than, Forked Lightning Crack. The hardest climb in the lower
quarry is Whittaker's Man of God. He must also be commended for reducing
aid required on some of the older climbs-a step in the right direction.
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Limestone In Yorkshire there is a handful of new routes, mostly HVS and
the work of the Heys brothers and their friends from Burnley. At Langcliffe
Quarry, Slanting Crack (right of The Message) and another line right of Under
taker's Groove were their contributions. Livesey has done two new routes on
the main wall of this quarry, which is a very impressive place, much more
serious than it appears at first sight. The Corner and Tabular Rosa of the older
routes have both been repeated.

At Gordale Scar the fierce hanging rock between Norper and Lyncher gave Ian
Heys and R. Breeze a HVS called Court Jester. Two HVS girdles have been done
on the right wall of the Scar, and whilst both start above the waterfall they take
independent lines. They were the invention of the Heys brothers, Breeze and
Firth.

On Great Close Scar Black Death (HVS) has had several ascents, and is not as
hard as was first thought. Yabadabadoo has been climbed without the sling for
aid.

All the old routes at Attermire have been repeated, including Mellow Yellow
(Austin and Wilkinson) HVS, which is not as hard as its reputation suggested.
The two big cracks left of the main overhang have been climbed, Comer (HVS)
led by Peter Heys and Brutus (HVS) by Firth. Both are strenuous but have
excellent protection. Aladdin is also HVS and takes the flake crack on the right
wall of the cave.

Austin's Vagabond at Malham Cove has been repeated by Ken Wood, who
claims that it is technically the hardest route on the crag. Above all others,
Macabre keeps its reputation. It has had very few ascents and is the most diffi
cult lead in the cove. The left-hand finish to Carnage has been repeated by
Cram, and was thought to be easier than the original way.

Moving on to Derbyshire Limestone there are two more girdles in Cheedale.
The Moving Buttress Girdle (VS and AI) gives 420 ft of climbing (T. Rogen;,
Deison) and a large party (J. Morgan, Toogood, Andrews and Moore) girdled
Two Tier Buttress (HVS, AI).

Priestcliffe has produced a dozen routes by a lot of people mainly VS or more.
Although some are still loose, in general the climbs are good, and while to
select the best is perhaps invidious, Charlie Peace and Spidery Bee are both
well worthwhile.

Since the publication of the original limestone guide there has been consider-
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able development in the Winnotts, some free and artificial and others just
hard, free routes. Again, the originators vary.

High Tor has a HVS Left Wall Girdle by Nunn, and MI Tra-verse seems easier
to reverse than to ascend. Raventor (Dovedale) has had its girdle extended, and
Vex (HVS) takes the large flake left of Venery (Bolger and Wilson), Haslam and
Evans climbed out of the larger of the Doveholes, The Bat (S, A3), and this has
already had several ascents. The Flake (Pickering Tor), once artificial, has been
climbed free by Street, Nunn and Haslam (HVS). On John Peel Wall (Tissing
ton Spires) Nunn and Morgan have climbed George and Back Flip, both HVS,
with Yezv Tree Wall, VS, as an afterthought. Wolfscote Dale and the Manifold
Valley have both also had developments, in the latter Dearman and Morgan
pegged the overhand ofThors Cave to gain a good free pitch on the Upper Wall.

Paul Nunn's new guide-book The Northern Limestone Area (Climbers' Club
on behalf of B.M.C. Peak District Committee, 196<), 35s) gives much valuable
information on this part of the Peak District. Tony Moulam

Ireland 1969

Fairhead, Co. Antrim The most significant development in Irish climbing in
recent years was the opening of these magnificent basalt cliffs. The two-mile
stretch of windswept rock (which is about the same distance and height from
the sea as are the upper cliffs at Craig Gogarth) is vertical for most of its length
and varies in height from 150 ft to about 3cO ft. At the time of writing (January
1970) there are eleven routes of VS standard or higher; some of these are harder
than anything else in Ireland. In particular Hurricane (XS, about zoo ft),
put up by Paul McHugh and H. O'Brien, and Doldrum (XS, 190 ft) by P.
McHugh and J. Heffernan, are tremendously exciting lines on exposed and
strenuous cracks. Another route has as its second pitch a holdless narrow
chimney which involves cramped bridging with knees and back for IZO ft
without protection-Straboid (HVS, zoo ft). P. McDermott and B. Rogers
(both killed on Mont Blanc last year-see P 346) were largely responsible
for developing these cliffs, and together put up three VSs. Other climbs
include Curser (HVS, 320 ft) by W. Jenkins and S. Crymble, and Herbivore
a 310 ft HVS by Ainsworth and Watkins. This latter climb was the result of
the only serious incursion by non-members on what is so far virtually a
Spillikin Club preserve. The climbs are frighteningly loose, particularly on
first ascents and after a few near-mishaps the practice developed of abseiling
down likely lines to dislodge the bigger boulders. Smaller rubble is cleared
during the ascent, and spectators are regarded as being in more danger than
the climbers.
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Donegal In the Poisoned Glen, Goulding and McDermott initiated a renewal
of interest in the big remote granite crags. Their ascents during 1968 of
Slanting Groove, Nightshade, Maxfield-Fryer Route and other climbs on
Bearnas and West Buttresses were the first since the routes were put up between
1954 and 1959· Nightshade (VS, 500 ft), first climbed in 1957 by Evans,
Austin and Fuller, has become very popular and is now regarded as one of the
finest climbs in the country (it had its 'first Ulster ascent' in 1969 by Denis
Rankin and N. Prescott). New ascents in this area include Saoirse, a very fine
300 ft VS on Bearnas Buttress by Goulding and McDermott. To the right of
Saoirse the same team took a close look at the fierce-looking and much
discussed overhanging corner known as Obituary Corner. To their surprise
this yielded an exciting route (XS, 290 ft) although some pegs were needed
as aid. Two old pioneers also revisited the Glen. The Direct (VS, geo ft) by
H. Drasdo and J. Williams is a direct line up Bearnas leading to the crux of
Route Major. A. Maxfield was also back, and with R. Wilde did two new
routes on Bearnas, and one north of Errigal.

On Sail Rock, a sea cliff near Slieve League, Doug Scott, Dave Nicol and others
put up three new climbs, of which the hardest is Main Mast (HVS, 230 ft).

Dublin and Wicklow In Glendalough the saga of Spillikin Ridge continued,
when P. McHugh dispensed with one of the two pegs on the new section
of the crux pitch. McDermott and Rogers did a new 70 ft VS route in the
corner to the left of Mica Wall, and they also succeeded in climbing the
overhanging wall left of Aphrodite, thus completing the 120 ft HVS route to
which Goulding and Higgins had put a tricky first pitch some years ago.

Luggala has come in for some attention again, and several parties have been
prowling around, mostly without any apparent results. However, in May
D. Milnes, J. Lynam and R. Richards made a new 18o ft VS on North Buttress,
a line first attempted in 1949 by B. Hilton-Jones.

Paddy O'Leary and Joss Lynam
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